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Lonely Planet Great Britains Best Trips Travel Guide
Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Great Britain with Lonely Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips, your
passport to up-to-date advice on uniquely encountering Great Britain by car. Featuring 36 amazing road trips, from 2-day
escapes to 2-week adventures, wind your way through majestic Welsh mountains, discover quaint English villages and
country lanes, and experience the grandeur of Scotland's outdoors, all with your trusted travel companion. Get to Great
Britain, rent a car, and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips Up-to-date information - all
businesses were rechecked before publication to ensure they are still open after 2020's COVID-19 outbreak Lavish
colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored trips for your needs
and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read, full-colour route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a
local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing,
hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Stretch Your Legs, Detours, Link Your Trip Covers
England, Scotland, Wales, the West Country, the Cotswolds, Bath, Edinburgh, Stonehenge, Welsh Mountains,
Cambridge, Oxford, the Scottish Highlands, Stratford-upon-Avon, Blenheim Palace and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips is perfect for exploring Great Britain via the road and discovering sights that are more
accessible by car. Planning a Great Britain trip sans a car? Lonely Planet Great Britain, our most comprehensive guides
to Great Britain, is perfect for exploring both top sights and lesser-known gems. Looking for a guide focused on a specific
British country? Check out Lonely Planet's England, Scotland, or Wales guides for a comprehensive look at all that these
countries have to offer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company, providing both inspiring
and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over 145
million guidebooks and phrasebooks for 120 languages, and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of
travellers. You'll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, videos, 14 languages, armchair and lifestyle books,
ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' â New York
Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.' â Fairfax Media (Australia)
Contains expert written Environment and History chapters, featuring scientist Tim Flannery and historian Michael
Cathcart. Dedicated outdoor activity section includes the best surfing, diving, swimming and walking in the region.
Includes expanded inland coverage. Guide contains information about the traditional owners of the land, and includes
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highlighted indigenous tourism options.
Lonely Planet Best of China is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Explore the Forbidden City in Beijing, marvel at the Terracotta Warriors in Xi'an, or wander
around the pagodas and lilting willows of Hangzhou's West Lake; all with your trusted travel companion.
Find the best thing to do every day of the year, from one-day events like India's Holi festival or the cheese-rolling race at
Cooper's Hill in England, to seasonal events like Alaska's caribou migration and weather-dependent adventures like
completing the Tour de Mont Blanc. This vibrant, practical and addictive book covers the 365 best festivals, sporting
events, adventures and natural phenomena. For anyone looking for inspiration for where to go when, Best Place to be
Today offers a wealth of ideas, inspiring photos, and dates galore. About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet
has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as well as an
award-winning website, a suite of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet's
mission is to enable curious travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places they find
themselves in. TripAdvisor Travellers' Choice Awards 2012 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet
guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people
how to travel the world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of
the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s Chile & Easter Island is your passport to
the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Strap on your pack
and hike through winding forests to behold the granite mountain spires of Las Torres; watch sunset turn the Valle de la
Luna intense purple, gold, pink and yellow; and puzzle over the giant statues of Easter Island. All with your trusted travel
companion. Get to the heart of Chile & Easter Island and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet’s Chile & Easter
Island: Colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and
interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info
at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights provide a
richer, more rewarding travel experience - covering history, people, music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politics Over 97
maps for easy navigation Covers Santiago, Middle Chile, Southern Heartland, Archipielago Juan Fernandez, Norte
Grande, Norte Chico, Sur Chico, Chiloé, Northern Patagonia, Southern Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, Easter Island eBook
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Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and
data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook
experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash
Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The
Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s Chile & Easter Island is our most comprehensive guide to Chile and Easter Island, and
is designed to immerse you in the culture and help you discover the best sights and get off the beaten track. About
Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand,
providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades,
we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You’ll also
find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle
books, ebooks, and more. TripAdvisor Travelers’ Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 winner in Favorite
Travel Guide category ‘Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on
everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's
telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan:
Australia, UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet, the world's leading travel guide publisher, brings you the world...ranked. What will be number 1, you ask?
We have the answer. This compilation of the 500 most unmissable sights and attractions in the world has been ranked by
Lonely Planet's global community of travel experts, so big name mega-sights such as the Eiffel Tower and the Taj Mahal
battle it out with lesser-known hidden gems for a prized place in the top 10, making this the only bucket list you'll ever
need. This definitive wish list of the best places to visit on earth is packed with insightful write-ups and inspiring
photography to get you motivated to start ticking off your travel list. What's your number 1? Authors: Lonely Planet About
Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with guidebooks to
every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community.
Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers to get off beaten paths to understand more of
the culture of the places in which they find themselves. 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people
how to travel the world.' -- Fairfax Media 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.' - New York Times Lonely
Planet guides have won the TripAdvisor Traveler's Choice Award in 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015. Important Notice: The
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digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
One of Waterstones Best Books to Look Forward to in 2021 The Bookseller's Book of the Month A Guardian 2021
Literary Highlight "I knew in every bone of my body, in every fibre of my being, that I had to report what had happened,
not only for myself but to help stop anyone else having to go through what I did. I knew I could not remain silent, or still, I
could not stop walking through the world." A journey of reclamation through the natural landscapes of the North, brilliantly
exploring identity, nature, place and belonging. Beautifully written and truly inspiring, I Belong Here heralds a powerful
and refreshing new voice in nature writing. Anita Sethi was on a journey through Northern England when she became the
victim of a race-hate crime. The crime was a vicious attack on her right to exist in a place on account of her race. After
the event Anita experienced panic attacks and anxiety. A crushing sense of claustrophobia made her long for wide open
spaces, to breathe deeply in the great outdoors. She was intent on not letting her experience stop her travelling freely
and without fear. The Pennines - known as 'the backbone of Britain' runs through the north and also strongly connects
north with south, east with west - it's a place of borderlands and limestone, of rivers and 'scars', of fells and forces. The
Pennines called to Anita with a magnetic force; although a racist had told her to leave, she felt drawn to further explore
the area she regards as her home, to immerse herself deeply in place. Anita's journey through the natural landscapes of
the North is one of reclamation, a way of saying that this is her land too and she belongs in the UK as a brown woman,
as much as a white man does. Her journey transforms what began as an ugly experience of hate into one offering hope
and finding beauty after brutality. Anita transforms her personal experience into one of universal resonance, offering a
call to action, to keep walking onwards. Every footstep taken is an act of persistence. Every word written against the
rising tide of hate speech, such as this book, is an act of resistance.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Europe with
Lonely Planet Europe's Best Trips , your passport to up-to-date advice. Featuring 40 amazing road trips, from 2-day
escapes to 2-week adventures, you can discover Italy following our Grand Tour or wind your way along Ireland's Ring of
Kerry, all with your trusted travel companion. Get to Europe, rent a car, and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Europe's
Best Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored
routes for your needs and interests Get around easily - over 130 easy-to-read, full-colour route maps, detailed directions
Insider tips to get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving rules, parking, toll roads
Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for all budgets eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Covers Italy, France, Great Britain, Ireland,
Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Austria and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and
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smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump
between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages
Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations'
websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Europe's
Best Trips is perfect for exploring Europe via the road and discovering sights that are more accessible by car. Planning a
European trip sans a car? Lonely Planet Europe guide, our most comprehensive guide to Europe, is perfect for exploring
both top sights and lesser-known gems. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the
world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveler
since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travelers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine
international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this
book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet's West Coast Australia is your passport to the most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Snorkel at Ningaloo Marine Park; tour the Margaret River region, and experience Pinnacles Desert at dawn
and sunset- all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet Best of Great Britain is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on Great Britain's top experiences.
Ponder the mysteries of Stonehenge, explore the many sides of Edinburgh, or be charmed by the Lake District; all with your
trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Great Britain with
Lonely Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips, your passport to up-to-date advice on uniquely encountering Great Britain by car.
Featuring 36 amazing road trips, from 2-day escapes to 2-week adventures, you can discover the grandeur of Scotland's
mountains and wind through England's quaint country lanes, all with your trusted travel companion. Get to Great Britain, rent a car,
and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries
and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes for your needs and interests Get around easily - 36 easy-to-read, full-colour
route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving
rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for
all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Driving Problem
Buster, Detours, and Link Your Trip Covers England, Scotland, Wales, the West Country, the Cotswolds, Bath, Edinburgh,
Stonehenge, Welsh Mountains, Cambridge, Oxford, the northern wilderness, Stratford-upon-Avon, Blenheim Palace and more
eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data
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charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience
Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet's
Great Britain's Best Trips is perfect for exploring Great Britain via the road and discovering sights that are more accessible by car.
Planning a Great Britain trip sans a car? Lonely Planet's Great Britain guide, our most comprehensive guide to Great Britain, is
perfect for exploring both top sights and lesser-known gems. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind
of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travelers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international
magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of
the images found in the physical edition.
What's the #1 experience in America? For the first time, the experts at Lonely Planet have ranked the top 500 unmissable
experiences and hidden gems across the USA - to create the Ultimate USA Travel List. This is your essential guide to exploring
the very best of the nation's travel experiences, from the classic to the quirky.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Spain and Portugal
with Lonely Planet Spain and Portugal's Best Trips, your passport to up-to-date advice on uniquely encountering Spain and
Portugal via el auto. Featuring 32 amazing road trips, from 2-day escapes to 2-week adventures, you can explore the route of Don
Quixote and journey through the Duoro Valley Vineyards, all with your trusted travel companion. Get to Spain and Portugal, rent a
car and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Spain and Portugal's Best Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout
Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes for your needs and interests Get around easily - over 100 easy-toread, full-colour route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road local driving rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest
reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Driving
Problem Buster, Detours, and Link Your Trip Covers Madrid, Basque Country, Barcelona, Andalucia, Portugal and more eBook
Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data
charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience
Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to
recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet
Spain and Portugal's Best Trips is perfect for exploring Spain and Portugal via the road and discovering sights that are more
accessible by car. Planning a Spanish or Portuguese trip sans a car? The Lonely Planet Spain guide or Portugal guide, our most
comprehensive guides to Spain and Portugal, are perfect for exploring both top sights and lesser-known gems, or check out
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Discover Spain, a photo-rich guide to the country's most popular attractions. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel
media company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated,
passionate global community of travelers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine
international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet's USA is your most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Gaze into the
chasm of the Grand Canyon, hang ten on a Hawaiian wave, and let southern music and food stir your soul- all with your trusted
travel companion.
Durable and waterproof, with a handy slipcase and an easy-fold format, Lonely Planet Great Britain Planning Map is your
conveniently-sized passport to traveling with ease.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex’s first children’s book, The Bench, beautifully captures
the special relationship between father and son, as seen through a mother’s eyes. The book’s storytelling and illustration give us
snapshots of shared moments that evoke a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion. This is your bench Where you’ll
witness great joy. From here you will rest See the growth of our boy. In The Bench, Meghan, The Duchess of Sussex, touchingly
captures the evolving and expanding relationship between father and son and reminds us of the many ways that love can take
shape and be expressed in a modern family. Evoking a deep sense of warmth, connection, and compassion, The Bench gives
readers a window into shared and enduring moments between a diverse group of fathers and sons—moments of peace and
reflection, trust and belief, discovery and learning, and lasting comfort. Working in watercolor for the first time, Caldecott-winning,
bestselling illustrator Christian Robinson expands on his signature style to bring joy and softness to the pages, reflecting the
beauty of a father’s love through a mother’s eyes. With a universal message, this thoughtful and heartwarming read-aloud is
destined to be treasured by families for generations to come.
Before New York Times bestselling author Bill Bryson wrote The Road to Little Dribbling, he took this delightfully irreverent jaunt
around the unparalleled floating nation of Great Britain, which has produced zebra crossings, Shakespeare, Twiggie Winkie’s
Farm, and places with names like Farleigh Wallop and Titsey.
Idyllic wild swimming holes, alluring lakes and magical coves; discover places around the world to experience The Joy of Water
with this inspirational new book from Lonely Planet. Tap into the 'water wellness' trend with personal stories about the best places
to take a dip and forge a stronger connection to the elements through joyful interactions with water.
Discover the freedom of the open road with Lonely Planet's Canada's Best Trips. Featuring amazing road trips, plus up-to-date
advice on the destinations you'll visit along the way. Tour the Sea to Sky Highway, the country's stunning coastline and the Cabot
Trail- all with your trusted travel companion.
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Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s Pocket Bath, Bristol & the Southwest is your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Take in the
beautiful views from Bath’s majestic Royal Crescent, go on a street art and music tour in Bristol, and explore sleepy Somerset
villages – all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Bath, Bristol & the Southwest and begin your journey now!
Inside Lonely Planet’s Pocket Bath, Bristol & the Southwest: Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries
help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local,
avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips,
prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss
Free, convenient pull-out map (included in print version), plus over 19 colour neighbourhood maps User-friendly layout with helpful
icons, and organised by neighbourhood to help you pick the best spots to spend your time Covers Bath, Bristol, Wiltshire,
Somerset and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s Pocket Bath, Bristol & the Southwest is our colourful, easy to use and
handy guide that literally fits in your pocket, providing on-the-go assistance for those seeking the best sights and experiences on a
short visit or weekend away. Looking for more extensive coverage? Check out Lonely Planet’s England guide for an in-depth look
at all the country has to offer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past
four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You’ll
also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books,
ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's
bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA,
5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet Tasmania is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Explore the darkened underground galleries at MONA, learn about convict history at Port Arthur Historic
Site, or hike spectacular Cradle Mountain; all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads with Lonely Planet Outback Australia
Road Trips, your passport to uniquely encountering Australia's Outback by car. Featuring four amazing road trips, plus up-to-date
advice on the destinations you'll visit along the way, experience Australia's iconic wide-open spaces and unforgettable landmarks,
all with your trusted travel companion. Get to the Outback, rent a car, and hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Outback Australia
Road Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries and planning advice to pick the right tailored routes for
your needs and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read, full-colour route maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get around like
a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving rules, parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips - hours
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of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden gems that
most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Detours, Walking Tours and Link Your Trip Covers Central Australia, New South
Wales, Adelaide, Darwin, Alice Springs, Uluru, the Olgas, Kings Canyon, Katherine, Coober Pedy, Bathurst, Broken Hill, Dubbo,
Bourke, Cobar and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps
prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your
guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash
Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect
Choice: Lonely Planet Outback Australia Road Trips is perfect for exploring Outback Australia via the road and discovering sights
that are more accessible by car. Planning an Australian trip sans a car? Lonely Planet Central Australia: Adelaide to Darwin, our
most comprehensive guide to the region, is perfect for exploring both top sights and lesser-known gems. There's More in Store for
You: See more of Australia's spectacular countryside and have a richer, more authentic experience by exploring Australia by car
with Lonely Planet's Australia's Best Trips guide or Tasmania Road Trips or Coastal Victoria Road Trips. Authors: Written and
researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media
company with guidebooks to every destination, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated
traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travelers to get off beaten paths to understand
more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain
all of the images found in the physical edition.
Explore the very best getaways that the United Kingdom has to offer, with this seasonal guide to short travel adventures. Whether
it’s island-hopping in spring, wine-tasting in summer, dolphin-watching in autumn, or skiing in winter, Annabelle Thorpe presents
52 enticing options for memorable weekend breaks. This unique guide offers a full calendar year of extraordinary experiences,
arranged by season. All the planning has been done for you, with practical information on the best places to stay and eat, plus
insights on cultural events, fun activities, historic sites, man-made attractions, and natural beauty spots. Complete with stunning
photography and ideas for similar short trips to enjoy in other locations across England, Scotland, and Wales, this handy guide will
help you make the most of your travels in Britain at any time of year.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Australia with Lonely
Planet Australia's Best Trips, your passport to uniquely encountering the country by car. Featuring 39 amazing road trips, from
2-day escapes to 2-week adventures on which you can experience the world-class surf beaches and iconic landforms of Victoria's
Great Ocean Road, the epic big skies and forever horizons of the Nullarbor Plain, and more; all with your trusted travel companion.
Hit the road! Inside Lonely Planet Australia's Best Trips: Lavish colour and gorgeous photography throughout Itineraries and
planning advice to pick the right tailored routes for your needs and interests Get around easily - easy-to-read, full-colour route
maps, detailed directions Insider tips to get around like a local, avoid trouble spots and be safe on the road - local driving rules,
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parking, toll roads Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, prices Honest reviews for all
budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Useful features - including Driving Problem
Buster, Detours, and Link Your Trip Covers Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Darwin, Byron Bay, Tasmania, Alice
Springs, Great Ocean Road, Nullarbor Plain, Uluru, the Outback, Kakadu, Cairns, the Daintree and more eBook Features: (Best
viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly
navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between
pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations' websites
Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The Perfect Choice: Whether exploring your own backyard or
somewhere new, Lonely Planet Australia's Best Trips is perfect for exploring Australia via the road and discovering sights that are
more accessible by car. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveler since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travelers. You’ll also
find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books,
ebooks, and more. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.

Lonely Planet's Discover Europe is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and
what hidden discoveries await you. See the Northern Lights in Reykjavik, party in Amsterdam, or ride in a gondola
through Venice; all with your trusted travel companion.
From ancient trails in southern England and coastal paths in Wales, to windswept moors in northern England and
mountain ascents in Scotland, your opportunities for walking in Britain are as varied as the landscapes, people and
cultures of this island. In This Guide: Over 50 detailed descriptions for walkers of all levels. Ridges, Rivers & Romans
color section outlining the range of walking options in Britain. Foreward by Christine Elliott, chief executive of the
Ramblers' Association. Two-color maps for all featured walks. Essential accommodation and transport information.
Expert advice on equipment, health and environmentally responsible walking.
Buckle up for the next installment in our 'Epic' series and the follow-up to Epic Bike Rides of the World. Epic Drives of the
World, a beautiful hardback, showcases 50 of the greatest road trips on Earth, from classic routes in America, Australia
and Europe, to incredible adventures in Asia and Africa. Organised by continent, each route features a first-hand
account, awe-inspiring photographs, illustrated maps and practical advice on when to go, how to get there, where to stay
and what to eat. From Hawaii's Hana Highway and Vietnam's Ho Chi Minh Road, to Utah's National Park Circuit and
Germany's Black Forest High Road, Epic Drives of the World will inspire any motorist to hit the open road. African and
Middle East drives include: The self-drive Safari (Zambia) Crossing the Kalahari (Botswana) Passing over the Panorama
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Route (South Africa) Marrakesh to Taroudannt (Morocco) Cruising Clarence Drive (South Africa) The Americas drives
include: The Highway to Hana in Hawaii (USA) The Salar de Uyuni (Bolivia) The Pacific Coast Highway (USA) Crossing
the Carretera Austral (Chile) Canada's Icefields Parkway Asia drives include: On the trail of Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam)
Crossing the Kathmandu Loop (Nepal) Hightailing from Thimphu to Gangtey (Bhutan) South Korea: From top to toe The
road from Srinagar to Manali (India) Europe drives include: Black Forest High Road (Germany) The Wilds of Abruzzo
(Italy) Croatia's Adriatic coast Norway's west coast The Magic Circle (Iceland) Oceania drives include: Southern Alps
explorer (New Zealand) The Great Ocean Road (Australia) Northland & the Bay of Islands (New Zealand) Following the
Captain Cook Highway (Australia) Alice Springs to Darwin (Australia) About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading
travel media company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy
information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks
and phrasebooks for 120 languages, and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find
our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books,
ebooks, and more, enabling you to explore every day. Lonely Planet enables the curious to experience the world fully
and to truly get to the heart of the places they find themselves, near or far from home. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice
Awards 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's
on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the
world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
A guide covering Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovak, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, and Liechtenstein provides a
fresh perspective on an area often overlooked by tourists and highlights points of cultural and political interest with
recommendations for keeping costs low. Original.
Lonely Planet Discover Great Britain is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip,
and what hidden discoveries await you. Gaze at the ancient stones of Stonehenge, explore the winding lanes and
looming castle in Edinburgh and take in the Viking and medieval history of York;all with your trusted travel companion.
Discover the freedom of open roads while touring Great Britain with Lonely Planet's Great Britain's Best Trips, your
passport to up-to-date advice on uniquely encountering Great Britain by car. Featuring 36 amazing road trips, from 2-day
escapes to 2-week adventures.
Discover the freedom of the open road with Lonely Planet's Ireland's Best Trips. Featuring 34 amazing road trips, plus upPage 11/15
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to-date advice on the destinations you'll visit along the way, you can explore Dublin's heritage, Connemara's scenery and
Galway's pubs- all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet’s Korea is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Explore the graceful Changdeokgung palace and horticultural idyll of Huwon, hike the dramatic
volcanic landscape of Jeju-do and get dirty at the Boryeong Mud Festival – all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Discover 200 of the best places to ride a bike in this beautifully
illustrated hardback. From family-friendly, sightseeing urban rides to epic adventures off the beaten track. Destinations
range from France and Italy, for the world's great bike races, to the wilds of Mongolia and Patagonia. These journeys will
inspire - whether you are an experienced cyclist or just getting started. The book is organised by continent. In the
Americas we join a family bikepacking trip in Ecuador; we pedal the Natchez Trace Parkway and stop at legendary music
spots; we ride the Pacific Coast Highway in Oregon and California; go mountain biking in Moab and Canada; and explore
the cities of Buenos Aires and New York by bicycle. European rides include easy-going trips around Lake Constance,
along the Danube and the Loire, and coast-to-coast routes; routes in Tuscany, Spain and Corsica; and professional
journeys up Mt Ventoux and around the Tour of Flanders. In Asia, we venture through Vietnam's valleys; complete the
Mae Hong Son circuit in northern Thailand; cross the Indian Himalayas; and pedal through Bhutan. And in Australia and
New Zealand we take in Tasmania and Queensland by mountain bike; cycle into Victoria's high country and around
Adelaide on road bikes; and try some of New Zealand's celebrated cycle trails. Each ride is illustrated with stunning
photography and a map. A toolkit of practical details - where to start and finish, how to get there, where to stay and more
- helps riders plan their own trips. There are also suggestions for three more similar rides around the world for each story.
Each piece shows how cycling is a fantastic way to get to know a place, a people and their culture. About Lonely Planet:
Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guidebooks to every
destination on the planet, gift and lifestyle books and stationery, as well as an award-winning website, magazines, a suite
of mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable curious
travellers to experience the world and to truly get to the heart of the places they find themselves in. TripAdvisor Travelers'
Choice Awards 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015 winner in Favorite Travel Guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's
on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the
world.' - Fairfax Media (Australia) Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images
found in the physical edition.
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Describes the culture and climate of the island nation and provides information on accommodations, restaurants,
transportation, shopping, attractions, and activities.
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s New Zealand’s South Island is your
passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Kayak
and swim the crystal-clear waters of glorious Abel Tasman National Park; cruise through a world-renowned collage of
waterfalls, verdant cliffs and peaks, and dark cobalt waters in Milford Sound; and hike on the Fox Glacier to see crazy
valleys and spectacular ice flows. All with your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of New Zealand’s South Island
and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet’s New Zealand’s South Island: Colour maps and images throughout
Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of
operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing,
going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights provide a richer, more rewarding travel
experience - covering history, people, music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politics Covers Marlborough & Nelson, The
West Coast, Christchurch & Canterbury, Dunedin & Otago, Queenstown & Wanaka, Fiordland & Southland eBook
Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps prevent roaming and
data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise your guidebook
experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key pages in a flash
Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick referencing The
Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s New Zealand’s South Island is our most comprehensive guide to the South Island, and
is perfect for discovering both popular and offbeat experiences. Looking for wider coverage? Check out Lonely Planet’s
New Zealand for a comprehensive look at all the country has to offer. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading
travel media company and the world’s number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy
information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks
and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile
apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet
guides are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people
how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia) *Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
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Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher Lonely Planet Scotland is your passport to the most relevant, upto-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Sip the water of life, whisky, in an ancient
pub, trace the trails of the clanspeople fleeing Glen Coe, or play a round in St Andrew's, golf's spiritual home; all with
your trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Scotland and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet Scotland
Travel Guide: Full-colour maps and images throughout Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal
needs and interests Insider tips to save time and money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots
Essential info at your fingertips - hours of operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all
budgets - eating, sleeping, sight-seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights
give you a richer, more rewarding travel experience - castles, lochs & mountains, islands, literature, food & drink,
museums, culture, wildlife, the land Free, convenient pull-out Edinburgh map (included in print version), plus over 50
colour maps Covers Edinburgh, Glasgow, Highlands & Islands, Inverness & the Central Highlands, Orkney & Shetland
and more eBook Features: (Best viewed on tablet devices and smartphones) Downloadable PDF and offline maps
prevent roaming and data charges Effortlessly navigate and jump between maps and reviews Add notes to personalise
your guidebook experience Seamlessly flip between pages Bookmarks and speedy search capabilities get you to key
pages in a flash Embedded links to recommendations' websites Zoom-in maps and images Inbuilt dictionary for quick
referencing The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet Scotland , our most comprehensive guide to Scotland, is perfect for both
exploring top sights and taking roads less travelled. Looking for a guide focused on the Highlands and Islands or
Edinburgh? Check out Lonely Planet Scotland's Highlands and Islands guide for a comprehensive look at all these
regions have to offer; or Pocket Edinburgh a handy-sized guide focused on the can't-miss sights for a quick trip. Authors:
Written and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's
leading travel media company with guidebooks to every Scotland, an award-winning website, mobile and digital travel
products, and a dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet covers must-see spots but also enables curious travellers
to get off beaten paths to understand more of the culture of the places in which they find themselves.
Lonely Planet Great Britain is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Ponder the mysteries of Stonehenge, explore the many sides of Edinburgh, or try new
versions of British pub favourites at a gastropub; all with your trusted travel companion.
Lonely Planet: The world’s number one travel guide publisher* Lonely Planet’s England is your passport to the most
relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Ponder the mysteries of
Stonehenge, visit Shakespeare’s home town and take in a London show – all with your trusted travel companion. Get to
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the heart of England and begin your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet’s England: Colour maps and images throughout
Highlights and itineraries help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential info at your fingertips - hours of
operation, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - eating, sleeping, sightseeing,
going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss Cultural insights provide a richer, more rewarding travel
experience - history, people, music, landscapes, wildlife, cuisine, politics Covers London, Newcastle, Lake District,
Cumbria, Yorkshire, Manchester, Liverpool, Birmingham, Midlands, the Marches, Nottingham, Cambridge, East Anglia,
Oxford, Cotswolds, Canterbury, Devon, Cornwall and more The Perfect Choice: Lonely Planet’s England is our most
comprehensive guide to England, and is perfect for discovering both popular and offbeat experiences. Looking for just
the highlights? Check out Pocket London, Pocket Bath, Bristol & the Southwest, Pocket Oxford & the Cotswolds and
Pocket The Lake District, our small, handy-sized guides featuring the top sights and attractions for a shorter visit or
weekend away. About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s number one
travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over
the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community
of travellers. You’ll also find our content online, and in mobile apps, video, 14 languages, nine international magazines,
armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. ‘Lonely Planet guides are, quite simply, like no other.’ – New York
Times ‘Lonely Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire generations of people how to travel the world.’ – Fairfax Media (Australia)
*Source: Nielsen BookScan: Australia, UK, USA, 5/2016-4/2017 Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
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